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Veuillez	 lire	 l’article	 «	spotlight	»	 suivant	 pour	 en	 faire	 un	 rapide	 commentaire.	
Naturellement,	vu	le	temps	limité	pour	la	préparation,	nous	ne	nous	attendons	pas	à	
un	 commentaire	 détaillé,	 mais	 plutôt	 à	 une	 réflexion	 personnelle	 prenant	 comme	
point	 de	 départ	 la	 question	 de	 recherche	 développée	 dans	 l’article.	 En	 particulier,	
vous	pourrez	vous	appuyer	sur	les	questions	suivantes	:	
	

1) Quelle	est	la	question	de	recherche	sur	la	mémoire	de	travail	visuelle	mise	en	
lumière	 dans	 cet	 article	?	 Pourquoi	 cette	 question	 est-elle	 pertinente	 pour	
comprendre	la	mémoire	de	travail	visuelle	hors	du	laboratoire	?	
	

2) Quelle	 est	 la	 technique	 utilisée	 dans	 l’étude	 citée	 pour	 étudier	 les	 corrélats	
cérébraux	de	la	mémoire	de	travail	visuelle	?	
	

3) Comment	 est-ce	 que	 les	 auteurs	 de	 l’article	 interprètent	 l’	«	avantage	 de	
stockage	en	mémoire	»	observé	pour	 les	objets	 réels	par	 rapport	 aux	objets	
artificiels	?	
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Knowing how memories are represented is
crucial for understanding how the mind
works. Brady et al. [1] explore an important
and rarely considered aspect of visual
working memory, which is the amount of
information that can be stored when
remembering meaningful objects, rather
than the arbitrary colors and shapes that
are typically used in such experiments [2].

For the most part, visual working memory
research uses simple shapes, such as
colored squares, precisely because there
are few prelearned bindings of feature val-
ues for such stimuli; one colored square is
almost as likely as another for most of us.
These artificial stimuli give the researcher
greater control over the amount of infor-
mation to be stored, since the visual sys-
tem of the participant will be limited in
its ability to chunk or compress the
information.

However, asking the visual system to per-
ceive and remember such sterile stimuli
cuts off the great majority of perceptual
capabilities that are employed when we
perceive the natural world. From birth, the
visual system encounters an incredibly
rich set of statistical regularities with each
glance. These regularities are gradually
incorporated into the visual pipeline
throughout childhood, and are connected
with a broad network of semantic attrib-
utes. Thus, the fully developed visual
system provides a rapid and highly accu-
rate interface between patterns of light on
the retinal surface, and the meaning of
those patterns in terms of what objects
are present and in what context.

Therefore, it is clearly important that we
use natural stimuli to study the full
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capabilities of the visual system. There is
a thread of such research dating back to
the surprising findings that the average
person can easily detect novel, target
images in a rapidly presented stream of
natural images [3]. Such a task is easy
even when the presentation is faster than
the average eye-fixation rate, with images
blazing by so quickly that participants can-
not even recognize the nontarget images
in a follow-up test. Other work has sug-
gested that we capitalize on regularities in
the spatial statistics of visual scenes, to
make rapid inferences about parameters
such as naturalness, openness, and
expansiveness [4]. Real-world objects
are also highly effective as visual search
targets [5] and natural images can capture
attention [6]. These findings all suggest
that perception of naturalistic information
is extremely accurate and rapid, but what
about memory for this information?

Complementing other recent attempts to
measure memory for naturalistic informa-
tion [7], Brady et al. compared visual
working memory capacity for natural
objects with that for colored squares
using both behavioral and neural mea-
sures. The experiments asked partici-
pants to store several objects in
memory for a short time and then tested
them on the memory for one of the objects
with a two-choice recognition test. In
terms of behavior, when the display dura-
tion was short, there was no difference in
capacity between the squares and natural
objects, both measuring at about three
items. However, as stimulus duration
increased, there was a substantial
improvement in capacity for the natural
objects but not the squares. This
increased capacity is likely to depend
on the conceptual familiarity of the more
complex natural objects, given that mem-
ory of unfamiliar complex objects exhibits
dramatically smaller capacity [8].

To gain insight into the cause of this
capacity advantage, Brady et al. next
examined an electroencephalogram cor-
relate of active memory maintenance,
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known as contralateral delay activity
(CDA) [9]. The amplitude of this CDA
was larger for the longer study condition,
suggesting that when participants had
additional study time, they could add extra
items into memory. In a separate experi-
ment, the CDA was larger for natural
objects compared with simple objects
and there was also a behavioral replication
of the capacity advantage for natural
objects.

Importantly, this latter difference was
present when participants needed to
remember five objects but not three,
which is suggestive that the measured
increase in memory capacity in the behav-
ioral experiment is due to an increase in
the quantity of objects stored, but not the
quality of their storage. Additional experi-
ments will be required to determine
whether this is the case given evidence
that even the representation of a single
feature of an object can be stored with
varying degrees of quality depending on
expectations [10].

The CDA differences are critical because
they indicate that this capacity advantage
for natural objects is not due solely to
the ability to exploit long-term memory,
but also involves active working memory
representations. The argument stems
from the fact that the CDA is lateralized
in parietal–occipital regions opposite to
the side of the visual field containing the
remembered objects. Given this topogra-
phy, the CDA is unlikely to reflect long-
term memory, which presumably would
not exhibit stimulus-driven laterality. The
lateralized CDA difference also argues
against the possibility that participants
constructed a narrative mnemonic to help
them remember the natural objects,
because the neural locus of linguistic
processing would also not be determined
by the physical location of the stimulus.

To explain this storage advantage, we
theorize that conceptually meaningful
information is represented in a higher
dimensional space than simpler objects
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Figure 1. High-Dimensional Representations Allow Increased Capacity. One possible reason for the
increased active memory capacity for natural objects is that those stimuli are represented with a higher
dimensionality than simpler objects, which allows patterns of neural activity to be more distinct. In this illustration,
each colored cluster corresponds to a hypothetical neural representation for one of six objects, with the
assumption that information having conceptual meaning has access to a higher dimensional mental
representation.
(Figure 1). This high-dimensional space
would be based on a lifetime of visual
experience, and would permit meaningful
information to activate distinct represen-
tations that can be stored with less inter-
ference compared with relatively
meaningless shapes. The key findings of
Brady et al., namely, that memory for mul-
tiple natural objects benefits from extra
study time, that these differences exist
only for large set sizes, and that this effect
involves active storage, collectively pro-
vide valuable constraints on models of
visual memory. Moreover, studying mem-
ory for natural stimuli has the potential to
bridge the gap between theoretical mod-
els of memory storage in humans and the
rapidly developing field of deep-learning
networks for image comprehension. Such
a bridge will be instrumental for the devel-
opment of memory systems that will allow
artificial intelligence to learn how to navi-
gate and interact in the natural world.
Such technology might even allow mem-
ory prostheses for individuals with brain
damage or dementia.
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A growing literature demonstrates
that using a foreign language
affects choice. This is surprising
because if people understand their
options, choice should be language
independent. Here, we review the
impact of using a foreign language
on risk, inference, and morality,
and discuss potential explanations,
including reduced emotion, psy-
chological distance, and increased
deliberation.

Using a Foreign Language
Changes Our Choices
Imagine that you have an opportunity to
save the lives of five people, but to do so
you must kill one person. Would you kill
the one person or would you do nothing
and let the five people die? Whatever your
choice is, it should not depend on whether
you made it in your native tongue or in a
foreign language: but it does.

Decision research often addresses how
choices are affected by the way in which
situations are framed or described, as in
highlighting gains versus losses. In these
cases, language is treated as a conduit to
deliver information or a tool to draw atten-
tion to specific features of a decision. Only
recently have psychologists begun to
explore how the nativeness of a language,
rather than its content, affects choice. A
rapidly growing body of research suggests
that, even when the content of a message
is exactly the same, decisions depend on
whether the information is delivered in a
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